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Abstract. In this paper, an attempt has been made to summarise the essential
elements of a space vehicle design. After giving an overview of the methodology
of spacecraft sizing and configuration, a brief outline of the teclmical considerations
related to the design of different subsystems of the vehicle has been presented.
The essential aspects related to man,ted systems are also discussed. The article
concludes with the identification of some of the important payload interfaces, that
are relevant to the design of material processing experiments in space.
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1.

Introduction

Near earth orbiting spacecrafts oiler a unique opportunity to study those phenomena which require access to or utilisationof zcro-g conditions, thereby opening a
new direction of fundamental scientificresearch. Exploiting this potentially new
technique of scientificinvcstigation rcprescnts a logical cxtcnsion of the currently
ongoing space programme activities. Planning of experiments related to zero-g
phenomena using spacecraft can bc greatlyaided by a general understanding of
the diffcrcnt clcmcnts of a space vehicle dcsign. The present paper has been
written with these considerations in mind.
The design o f a spacecraft system is essentially a multidisciplinary exercise that
encompasses a wide spectrum of technologies. Central to the definition of such
a systcm is the specification of a mission goal or a set of mission goals related
usually to the areas of science, applications or technology. Once the mission
goal is laid down, it is possible to identify a set of interactive technical elements
that include on one side a spacecraft carrying a p~,yload or a set of payloads appropriate to the mission and a compatible launch vehicle system for placing the satellite into a pre-selccted orbit and, on the other side, a network c f ground-based
telemetry, telecommand and tracking systems that serve to receive the data and
exercise control over the spacecraft in its orbital phase. The mission normally
concludes with a set of activities involving processing, analysis and interpretation
of the data ohtained from the experiments.
In consonance with the theme of the present workshop, in the rest o f this
paper, we shall address the design aspects of those of the space vehicles that
arc of relevance to material processingin space. Thus dctailsof the gcosynchronous
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and deep space spacecrafts ha.re been left ottt of discussion. Further, in this
context, it is to be noted that most of the material processing experiments have
so far been carried out in manned missions. AccordingIy, the presentation is
structured such that the design considerations specific to near earth orbiting
unmanned satellites are dealt with initially. Additionally, where ~:pplic~ble,
certain special features of the design relevant to manned systems will e.lso be
touched upon. This will he followed by the description of systems t:nique to
manned vehicles such as life-supporting systems.
The main features of the Salyut-6 space station are subsequently described to
highlight the major technical elements of a manned space system. The paper
concludes with the definition of a set of technical interfaces that are of interest to
the planning of material processing experiments in space with such space stations.
Discussions on the payload systems for the material processing have been left out
since they are dealt with separately elsewhere.
2.

Orbital characteristics

For the accomplishment of the mission goals, choice of a proper orbit for the
space vehicle is often important. A variety of orbits are possible, the characteristics of which are summarised in figure 1.
For all the manned missions so far conducted, near earth orbits have been
chosen in view of the nature of the goals set for sttch missions, the acceptable levels
of radiation dosage as well as for reasons of total spacecraft weight which could
be anywhere up to 80 tons as in the case of Skylab. Typically, these spacecrafts
have been placed at orbital altitudes of 300 to 450 km and inclinations around
50 °.
Based on the equation of motion in a central force field given by
(1)

r = - k(dr3),
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Figure 1. Orbit characteristics of space vehicles.
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the unperturbed orbit of a satellite is defined by six constants Pl to P6 which are
introduced by the integration of this second order vectorial differential equation.
Using the conventional nomenclature of classical astronomy, these six elements
can be described as
i, the inclination--the angle between the plane of the equator and the satellite's
orbital plane.

1"2, the right ascension of the ascending mode--the right ascension of the point
where the orbit of the satellite intersects the equatorial plane in its passage from
the southern to the northern hemisphere.
a, the semi-major axis of the elliptical orbit.
e, the eccentricity of the orbit.
o~, the argument of the perigee--the angle at the centre of the earth between
the ascending node and the point in the orbit which is closest to the centre of
the earth (perigee), and
T, the time of the perigee passage which is the instant when the satellite moves
through the perigee point.
Obviously, i and ~2 define the plane of the orbit whereas a, e and co define
the size, shape and the position of the orbit in the orbital plane. Pinally, the
sixth element T defines the position of the satellite in its orbit at this time. Of
course, any other set of six independent consta~uts, for example, the six components, x, y, z, ~, y, z of the position and velocity vectors, appropriate to the
problem, can be used ~.s orbital elements.
A satellite, once launched into an elliptical path, with the earth's centre of
gravity at one of the foci, deviates from this ideal stable orbit, fixed in the inertial
reference frame of the stars, due to a variety of perturbation causes.
For the low earth orbiting satellites the two most important perturbations are
those arising from the earth's bulge and the atmospheric drag. The earth's
bulge results in the regression of the nodes, i.e., the orbital plane of the satellite
rotates slightly more eastward on each revolution compared to what would be
expected from the rotation of the earth alone. This rate of rotation of the orbital
plane is given hy
X = 9.97 (R/a)a's(t - eZ)-~cos i,

(2)

A second effect of the bulge is the rotation of the line apsides due to the advance
of the perigee in the orbital plane. The corresponding rate ~ of the advance
of the perigee is given hy
Ao~ = 4.98 (R/a) 3,5 (5 cos ~ i - t)°[day.

(3)

Por the orbits of the manned missions, these effects are in the range of 3 to 5 °
per day. The atmospheric drag decelerates the satellite, making the orbit more
nearly circular and finally causing the reentry into the atmosphere after successively reducing the altitude. Po,r e < 0.2, a fairly accurate estimate of the orbit
life-time cart be made from the equation
tL = ~3 eoTo
--~--,

(4)
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where To is the initial period of revolution and x is the daily decrease in the
period of revolution.
Coming to the manned missions, selection of orbital altitudes and inclinations
beneath the Van Allen belts will best minimise the radiation hazards of the space
environment. Although space processing payloads do not impose special orbit
inclination requirements, an experiment using solar furnace is an exception. Such
a facility would require the orientation of a focussing device towards the sun.
Analysis of the orbit geometry for such a facility shows that the percentage of
orbit for which the facility is in sunlight is functionally related to the altitu~ and
the angle between the orbit normal and the sun-earth line. The maximum sun
time increases as the angle between the orbit normal and the sun-earth line is
minimised. To achieve 100~Asunlight in a 28.5 ° inclined orbit, typical of a Cape
Kennedy launch, a minimum altitude of 930 nautical miles is required ; however,
the 100~ sun condition lasts only for a few orbits at a time.

3. Overall spacecraft sizing
To illustrate in a simple way, how a spacecraft is configured at the system level,
we shall use the methodology adopted for an unmanned vehicle since the related
hroad principles shall be applicable to the manned vehicles also, although they
are much more complex in character.
Once the orbit, the basic payload instrumentation and the mission duration
are defined, it is possible to specify the first cut power and orbit/attitude control
requirements. Electrical power is needed to energise a number of onboard subsystems that include the payload, communication, instrumentation, environmental control, attitude control, guidance and even data processing. In the case
of manned missions life support system requirements are additional. The attitude/orbit control enables the proper orientation of the spacecraft oommenmrate
with the mission needs, such as, payload and antenna pointing, and help maintain
the orbit within aUowahle limits.
The overall sizing of the spacecraft in respect of its weight amd size is carried
out at this juncture with due consideration of the constre:ints imposed by the
launch vehicle and the environment. The constrains from the launch vehicle
side include the extent of the ~vailahle volume within the shroud and the total
allowable weight far achieving the desired orbit. The environmental factors
include the launch stresses, the ultra-high vacuum of space and the particulate
and ultraviolet radiations.
The final eonfigttration is arrived at hy a series of iterations that ensure the
compatibility between the spacecraft, the rocket and the ground systems on one
side and between the different subsystems of the spacecraft on the other side.
Particularly if the nttmber of subsystems of a spacecraft is n, then the finalisation
of the configuration demands the identification of the related N interfaces, given
by
N = ½ [n (n

-

1)].

(5)

Some of the major elements of this iterative procedure leading to the spacecraft
configuration definition are illustrated in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Sequenceleading to the definition of a spacecraft.

4. Spacecraft subsystems
In this section, the main design considerations of some of the important suhsystems
of a spaeearaft are given. The subsystems include structure, thermal systems,
power systems, communications, control, stabilisation including attitude sensor
and life-supporting systems.
4.1.

Structural subsystem

This is the mechanical subsystem that holds together the different subsystems of
the spacecraft during all the phases of the mission. The system can be broadly
divided into the primary structure, the secondary structure and the appendages.
Bul~ of the load is supported by the primary structure and helps in the transmission of the same to the attachment points within allowahle limits. A variety
of elements constitute the secondary structure that includes shields and protective
covers, special or loQal stiffeners, damping devices, mounting bases, attachments
and fasteners, etc. Elements such as antenna rods and dishes, deployable parts,
solar paddles, booms, etc., normally come under the category of appendages.
Design requirements include those related to the operation prior to the flight,
during powered flight and the in-orhit phase. Prior to the flight, the structure
should he ahle to withstand the ground handling, transportation, on-stand loads,
etc. During powered flight, the loads include those due to acceleration, shock,
accousti¢ and vibration effects. In the orhit phase, the structure will encounter
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thermal stresses, micrometeoroid impacts, particle and electromagnetic radiation,
etc. Further, in the ease of manned spaceerafts, the structure should be ahle to
oorttairt artificial atmosphere, be a harrier to. radiation and micrometeoroids and
aid in controlling the heat balance between the vehicle and the space.
Coming to the choice of materials, the primary ensideration is the high strengthto-weight ratio. A variety of ~.lloys of aluminium, magnesium, titanium, beryllium and super alloys (containing high Ni and Co) have been used. Composite
materials and structures employing I-Ioneycomb and Sandwich constructions and
using fihreglass reinforced plastics and carbon reinforced plastics provide high
strength-to-weight ratio. Special ceramic refractory materials or ablative materials
are used for re-entry systems to withstand temperatures of the order of 4000 ° F.
The validation of the structural design and the material choice is carried out
by a series of tests that are broadly classified as dynamic and static. The dynamic
tests enable the evaluation of the structure under dynamic loads that include
sinusoida.l, random and shock type of inputs. The tests enable the study of
dynamic properties such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, damping, tr~smissibility, dynamic stresses and deflection. The static tests simulate the steadystate accelerations. The strain levels, deformities, etc., of the structure are evaluated
in these tests.
Artother major element of the structural design activity is the analysis whose
primary objective is to verify the adequacy of the design and to provide a prediction of the expected structural hehaviour to different types of loads. The
analysis erteompasses aspects, such as, static analysis, dynamic studies, stability
ehecl~s and further refinements. Figure 3 gives an overview of the above considerations that finally lead to the realisation of a spacecraft structure.
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Figure 3. Design considerations of the structural subsystem.
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4.2. Thermal control systems
The thermal control system of a spacecraft enables the maintenance of the temperature of the different systems within specified limits while the spe.ceeraft is in
orbit. During its normal operations in space, a near earth orhiting spacecraft
receives heat input from the internal operation of the equipment, externelly from
sun (140 roW/cruZ), and in the form of reflected albedo radiation (48 roW/era ~)
and emission radiation (23 mW/cm 2) from earth. Further, the spacecraft radiates
heat back into space which is at a temperature ef ahout 3 ° K. The ohjecti~,e of
the thermal control design is to realise acceptahle equilibrium temperatures for
the different systems taking into account various heat inputs and outputs. Realisutton of an effective thermal control system involves three major elements. They
are design of suitable control system devices, thermal analysis and thermal testing.
The thermal control system devices can he either passive or active. In the
simplest passive case, the optical properties of the exlernal surfaces of a satellite
can he suitahly manipulated to control the extent of radiated or received heat.
For a body, whose source of heat input is only the sun, the heat balance equation can he given by
r , = (a.l,o)

s

o"

(6)

where T is the eqvilibrium temperature of the body, a, is the surface absorptivity
for solar temperatures, % is the emissivity at satellite tempere.tures, A, and A,
are the absorbing and radiating areas respectively, S is the solar constant and
~r is the Stephen-Boltzman constant. By adjusting a,/%, using suitable paints,
it is possible to realise an appropriate T. Another type of passive element is the
multilayer insulating blankets consisting of thin alternating layers of high reflectance and low conductive materials, having conductance values of the order of
tO-e W/era ° K. A third type of passive element is a heat pipe that is used when
heat dissipation levels are of the order of I W/cm 2 and have thermal resistance
10-3 times that of copper. Active control elements include thermal louvers,
heater mats and thermoelectric devices.
The thermal design and analysis is an interactive process of the choice of
suitahle thermal control elements, passive or/and active, and a preliminary analysis
to checl~ in a rough way the validity of the choices and the implementation methodology. This is followed hy a detailed analysis wherein the spacecraft is divided
into a number of isothermal nodes. Heat balance equations are written for all
such nodes and the resulting simultaneous equations are solved by standard
numerical techniques on high speed computers. Results from such an analysis
help refining the implementation methodology.
Final validation of the thermal design is done by actual tests on a thermal
mock-up model under simulated space conditions that include vacuum, temperature and solar radiation. The thermal model has the relevant thermal properties of the proposed design such as the configuration, thermal mass distribution,
conductance paths, external surfaces, internal dissipation, etc.
Manned space systems have additional elements to the thermal regulation,
such as, a controlled heat rejection system using a space radiator to achieve satisfactory temperature and humidity control in the cabin.
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4.3.

Power subsystem

As mentioned earlier, the power suhsystem of a spacecraft supplies power for
the space vehicle subsystems that include payloads, communication, guidance
and control, instrumentation and life support. The wide variety of user equipment requires power to be supplied at a variety of voltage loads, current loads
and types, frequencies and degrees of regulation. This, in turn, requires a power
conditioning and distribution system. There are a variety of ways by which
electrical power can be generated. These include use of solar, nuclear reactor,
isotopic and ohemieal energy. These provide the source of energy for photoelectric, electrochemical, thermoelectric, thermionics and dynamic conversion
cycles. A bloch diagram of a typical spacecraft power supply system is shown
in figure 4.
Depending on the required power level and the operating life-time, specific
choices of the energy source--converter combination are possible as shown in
figure 5. Pmctions of a kilowatt have l~een realised for unmanned missions using
primary batteries for short flights and solar cells with secondary batteries for long
duration orbital flights. Fuel cells have been employed in Gemini and Apollo
programmes for providing power at kilowatt levels for few days. Future manned
systems, such as a manned space station may use dynamic power systems such as
Brayton, Rankine or Stirling cycles.
Presently, the most widely employed power source system ;s the silicon solar
e¢ll panels in conjunction with chemical batteries and/or fuel cells.
A solar cell is a thin slab of single-crystal semiconductor material, having a
p-n junction and worl~ on the well-known photovoltaic principle of the conversion of solar radiant energy into electrical energy. The cell response can be
estimated by
oo

Q,

=

.f Qx~xTxd2,

(7)
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Figure 4. Block diagram of a typical spacecraft power supply system.
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where Q, is the total energy converted in the cell, Qx is the incident power
density at the wavelength interval d2, t/x is the conversion efficiency at 2 at the
interval dZ and Tx is the transmissicn factor of the optical window ~t the
interval d)l. Among a variety of candidates for phOtovoltaie materials, such as,
silicon, cadmium sulphide and gallium arsenide, silicon has received the most
attention. Conversion efficiency of about 15% has been realised for silicon
cells. Solar panels made out of 1 x 2 c m or 2 x 2 c m or 2 x 4 c m c e I l s have
provided power up to l~ilowatt levels in space mission. Panels have been either
fixed to the satellite body, mounted on deployable paddies and/or oriented with
respect to sun depending upon the mission.
Chemical battery takes care of the oI~eration of the essential systems in the
orbit night as well as poak load requirements and is charged in the sunlit portion
of the orbit. Considering the ch~.rge-discharge cycle requirements, Ni-Cd has
been found to he the most suitable with Ag-Zn battery as the next best. Typically Ni-Cd battery can give 25 W hr/kg.
Rest of the powor system includes power conditioning and protection devices.
Power conditioning systems enable transfo.rmation of the raw power into forms
suitable for the operation of various loads. The related functions include voltage
regulation, frequency control and distribution. A typical power conditioning
system of a spacecraft includes converters, regulators, battery charger, power
control circuitry and protection devices.
4.4.

Communication system

The communication system in a space mission performs three primary functions,
namely, telemetry, telecommand and tracking. The information gathered from
the experiments, various auxiliary onboard instruments as well as about the
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Figure 6. Elements of a typical space communicationsystem.
spacecraft functioning itself is normally processed suitably and transmitted to a
ground station via the satellite telemetry. The teleeommand system enables
exercising control on the spacecraft from a ground station. Operations such as
putting the spacecraft in different functional modes and correcting any in-orbit
anomalies are carried out using this system. The determination of the location
of the satellite at different times during its orbital motion is made possible by the
tracking system. The elements of a typical space communication system are
given in figure 6.
As shown in the tig~Jre, the information to be transmitted is suitably converted
into voltage levels and subjected to a nonlinear operation called modulation giving
a new signal-modulated carrier wave which contains the input information.
This modulated carrier wave, after transmission via onboard antenna, again
undergoes a nonlinear inverse transformation (demodulation) at the receiver
system resulting in the retrieval of the original information. A wide spectrum
of freqt, encles from 3 l~Hz to 300 GHz is available for the choice of carrier waves.
Taking into account the ionospheric and atmospheric propagation effects, requirements of bandwidth, the available technology and a variety of similar corLsiderations, the range 30 MHz to 300 MHz has been widely employed in commur.ications for near eartI1 satellites.
Conditioning the information signal as a part of the transmission, reception
ariel deraodulation operations results in the injection of noises with the result
that the information content in the final output signal is smaller than the corresponding one carried by transmitteti signal. This leads to one of the important
design pararaeter~, namely, the information handling ~apacity E of a communication system. B is given by the equation
t~W1 log~(l + R~)

E = -#2 logz (l + R~)-'

(8)

where no is the number of information channels, R and Ware the signal-to-noise
(S/N) ratio anti the handwitith respeotively as shown in figure 6. Another important relationship of relevance to the design of a space communication is the range
equation that enables the determination of the antenna size, power requirement
of the ~arrier and the bandwidth. For a given S/N ratio, at a tiistance R between
the transmitter anti the receiver, having antennae system gains of GT and Gn
respectively, the required transmitted power P~. is given by

Pr =

t6~ 2 R 2 kTa (S/N)
GrGsA2

.,

(9)
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where k is the Boltzman's constant, T is the system noise temperature of the
receiver, B is the transmission handwidth and ~ is the wavelength of the cartier.
The telemetry systems are classified according to the type of multiplexing and
the modulation schemes employed. Multiplexing is done either by frequency
division or hy time division. Modulation schemes include those involving
modulation of frequency (FM), amplitude (AM), p~,se (PM), pulse code (PCM'),
pulse amplitt:de (PAM') and pulse duration (PD/vt). Table i gives the comparative performance parameters of sc,me of the typical telemetry systems.
It is evident from table I that P C M - F M telemetry system has optimal characteristics in terms of E, Pr and W2 compared to other schemes. Purther, a digital
systems such as PCM has the added advantages of accuracy, ease of data storage
and data prccessing with computers.
Coming to the telecommand system, in a typical system known as the tone
command system, the uplinl~ carrier is amplitude-modulated with a series of
audio tones, the tcne sequence distinguishing the different commands. In view
of the limited ~umber of commands possihle with such a system and owing to
their insecure nature, tone digital commands have heen used in the recent space
missions. The system provides for a large number of ON/OFF commands (more
than 200), real time u plink data transfer capahility and memory load commands.
The importa, nt design considerations for such a system include coding, choice of
Hamming distance, parity checks, hit error rate, etc. A type Gf coding called
error correcting/error detecting code helps combating the effects of noise. The
effectiveness of such an error correcting code is dictated hy He.mining distance
which gives the number of digits by which any of the two messages differ. For
a Hamming distance of n, the total number of errors that ce.e. he corrected is given
by (n - 1)/2. The reliability of a messege is assessed in the simplest way by
parity ehecl~ hy counting ones or zeros and noting whether either of them is odd
o r even. The command system is normally designed with bit error rates hetter
than 1 in 10-5. Once all these aspects are suitably taken care of, it is possihle to
realise command system with the command missing probability less than t in
10-'15 and the probability of spurious executions less than I in ]10-4°.
Table 1. Comparative performance r~aramcters of some telemetry systems.

Telemetry
Scheme

E
(Information
efficiency)

Power
P (relative)

W
(Bandwidth
for
equal o/p irfformotion capacity

PPM-AM

0.170

l

76

FM-FM

0.023

14

140

PAM-AI4

0.073

250

18

PCM-FM

0.240

1.7

18

PDM-P1V[

0"036

11

110
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A variety of techniques are available for tracking the spacecraft. The radio
techniques include tone range system to provide range, Doppler system to provide
range rate and interferometric system for getting angular information of the
satellite. Further, optical techniques involving cameras and laser ranging have
been also employed.
4.5.

Attitude control and sensor systems

Attitude control of a spacecraft is the orientation of the satellite fixed axes with
respect to a desired reference frame, therehy providing the necessary alignment
for the operation of payloads, sensors, antenna and even solar panels. The
relevant information about the attitude is generated hy a system of sensors that
sense the directions of certain well-l~nown landmarks in space such as the sun,
the earth's magnetic field, the infrared horizon of the earth or some bright stars.
Once the design goals are laid down, there are at least four major elements to
the design of a control system for a spacecraft. These include mission analysis,
dynamic and reliability analysis, hardware implementation and finally testing
and design evaluation.
In the mission an?.lysis phase, the overall mission profile vis-a-vis the attitude
contlol requirements are examined. The availability of the ground support facilities arid the interfaces between the onboard and the ground systems are additional oonsideratio, ns in the mission analysis. Farther, the activities include
identification of failure modes, contingency procedures and the development of
mission operational saftware compatible with the available computational facility.
Dynamics analysis is carried out for various control modes, ensuring stability
for all possible mass distributions and ttexibilities as well as disturhances such as
gravity gradient, magnetic, salar radiation, aerodynamic and those arising from
the operation of the onboard hardware. Stahility analysis is done for all possible
modes including transition modes from one phase to another.
The implementation of an attitude control system has several approaches that
can be broadly classified as passive, semi-passive, active and hybrid.
The passive system controls the attitude of a spacecraft by employing elements
that primarily depend on inertial torques or external forces for their operation.
The simplest method of realising a passive stabilisation is by spinning the satellite
shout its axis of the greatest moment of inertia (say I,). The condition for spin
stahility is that/,, I v < /,where I,, I v and/~ are the moments of inertia about the
principal body axes of the satellite. To damp out the undesired nutational motion
arising from magnetic, gravi~tional, solar and aerodynamic torques, a nutation
damper is usually employed. In another mode of passive stahilisation, the
tendency of a satellite, having a large dipole moment (M), to align itself along
.+
the local direction of the earth's magnetic fieM (Ho), is exploited. The torque
-->

(T) on such a ~tellite is given by
--h

.-->

,-h

T = m × H0.

(tO)
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The eqv.a.tion of motion, under small displacement is given by

( MHo~ ½
0 = 00cos \-7,--. J t,

(11)

and the oscillations are usually damped using permeahle magnetic rods. Tiffs
principle can be further exploited in semi-passive mode for any genere,1 spin axis
orientation in space by installing an electromagnet ~.long the spin axis and
controlling its polarity.
A third approach is to use the gravity gradient torques v.rising from small, but
finite, difference in the strength of the earth's gravitational field which occurs over
the finite spatial extent of the satellite. A typical dt,,mb-bell, for example, having
mass m at ez.ch end, separated by 2d ~,v.d loev.ted ~t distance R from the centre
of the earth, experiences a torque given by

g = 3 (OM/R 3) IO,

(t2)

where I = 2rod 2 and 0 is the small angle displ~.cement. Stxch a torque e~,.uses the
alignment of one axis of the satellite along the e~.rth's local vertic,~.l direction.
Coming to the active control systems, there are three mzjor types of active
systems used for attitude control. In the first system called the mass expulsion
system, cold g~.s, hydrazine or electricaUy-charged particles are expelled at definite
velocities to produce the required control torques in the satellite. A set of
12 thrusters is norme.lly employed, four about ee.ch axis to result in positive or
negative torques. A pair of thrusters fired far short time t causes the sztellite
to aequire an ang~:lar rate given by

A W = TAt/Iz,

(13)

where Tis the torque given by the pair of thrusters. After the correction of the
error, reverse direction thrust,~r is fired such th~.t the angt'.le.r velocity AW'reduces
to zero. The second approezh to :.ctive control involves the use of reaction
wheel systems. The spacecraft fitted with a wheel having one r.xis of freedom ce.n
generate, using a coupled electrical motor, a reaction torque in either directions
within the two bodies. The motor torques e.re so adjt~.sted as to heep the sateUite
aligned with respect to the desired direction. For a complete attitude control
about e.ll the three axes, the spacecre.ft will require three orthogonal sets of wheels.
In the third apl~roach, gyroto.rquers e.re t:sed. These e.re constant momentum
devices, a ttywheel spinning in the spzcecre.ft at eonst~.nt rpm, that ce.a be rotated
about one or two axes of the satJ~llite through suitable gimbals. The spin axis
of the wheel definirLg the characteristic angt'.lar momentt:m vector can be moved
within the hody. As the total e.ngular momentum of the hody ren~.ins inertiaUy
fixed, the spacecraft attitt:de changes accordingly. A set of 3, 4 or 6 ~yrotorquers
oaa be employed to, result in a suitahle contiguration.
The fourth aspect of the control system implementation, as mentioned earlier,
is the testing arm design evaluation. This involves the computer simulation of
ex~tot dynamics, disturbances and tre.nsition ph~.se from one mode to another,
hybrid simulation, using onhoard hardware to the extent possihle, and simulation
with 3 axis gas bearing platform, using onboard hardware, sensors and reference
simulators,
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The attitude sensors are used for deriving the information on orientation of
the satelhte axes in space for control purposes and also to interpret the data from
the scientific and application experiments onboard. The attitude sensors can be
electro-optical, magn.etic, electromagnetic or inertial. The electro-optical sensors
work on the principle of detecting the signals, either visible or infrared, radiated
or retteeted from sun, moon, stars, earth, planets, etc. For example, the sun
sensors, either digital or analog, using silicon photodetectors or detector arrays
have typically an accuracy of ahot, t half a degree. Those tl~.t track the geometrical centre of sun have accuracies of a few arc seconds. Star sensors are
used where high accuracy attitude determination is needed, since they are the
most accurate sources of direction in space. Star sensors can be either of mapping
type or tracking type. Star mappers are used in spinning satellites where the
sensor scans the sky and gives a series of coded signals corresponding to different
stars. Using this data in conjunction with a star map the attitude can he determined. Star trael~ers are usually used in three axis stabilised satellites. A small
region of the sky is imaged and is scanned using eleetromecbanical scanners or
electronic scanning. The stars in this region are identified and attitude information is obtained in two axes. Infrared horizon sensors, working on the principle
of detecting the IR. radiation from earth corresponding to CO2 hand (around 15
microns), are also employed as satellite attitude set.sots. The accuracy that
can be realised using these IR horizon sensors is generally 0.03 to 0.0! degree.
Magnetic sensors measure the geomagnetic field along three orthogonal axes
of the satellite. The attitude is computed hy knowing the direction o f the field
in orbit. Flux-gate magnetometers are generally used as sensors.
Among the inertial sensors the most important one is the rate integrating gyro.
Gyroscopes perform t ~ i r usual function of detecting rates relative to inertial
space. The total torque G on the gimbal is (see figure 7 for notations)-17 = o) x h,

(14)
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Figure 7. Attitu(te sensors used onboard spaeeerafts.
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where h is the spin angular momentum and o9 is the gimhal total angular velocity.
If the gyro is rotated about the input axis and a = O, we have a torque resisting
the rotation
o , = h0G =

(15)

since the relation for integrating rate gyro is obtained with a = Or = 0 and is
h0 = fl0G.

(16)

Of some importance is the use of a roll rate gyroscope for yaw measurement in an
earth pointing satellite. If the direction of the yaw axis is controlled to the local
vertical, using say a horizon sensor, then in the presence of a yaw error, a roll
rate gyro will detect a component of orbital angular velocity.
Besides the attitude control systen~s described ahove, some spacecraft carry
propulsive systems for periodic orbit adjt:stments, as in the case of earth resources
and surveiUanee missions, and for deorhiting before re-entry as in the case of
manned missions.
4.6.

Life support systems

The basic requirement of the life support system is to provide a controlled and
physiologically acceptable environment for the crew during all phases of a mission
which may include launch, orbital flight, entry and post landng. The system
mu st provide for a pressu rised shirt sleeve environment, for pre~su re suit operation
during normal and emergency conditions and for food, water and waste management functions. The system should also disperse the electronic equipment heat
loads to l~eep the environment temperature within habitable limits. The pare.meters that constitute the principal design criteria are mission duration, operational modes, crew size, cabin total pressure, eahin leakage rates, power level of
electrical and electronic equipment located in the cabin and type and weight of
secondary power system. Crew metabolic rates and environmental requirements are also important determinants in defining the life support system. A
typical range of metabolic values for normal spacecraft operations is given in
table 2.
Table 2. Some metabolic parameters for normal manned, spaeeerafts.
Lb/man-day
Metabolic oxygen consumption
COs production
Drinking water
Urine production
Food (dry ashless basis)
Wash water

1.4- 2.2
1.6- 2.7
5.0- 8.0
2"8- 5.0
1.1- 1.9
3"0-20"0
|
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Representative space cabin environmental specifications are given in table 3.
Basic life support systems include those for atmospheric supply (including storage
methods), COs r-~moval and reduction, water and waste management and trace
contaminant control. Details of these systems are available in the references
given at the end of this paper.

5. Development of spacecraft hardware
Orbiting of any spacecraft being a ane shot affair, the related hardware development methodology involves careful design, fabrication, testing and analysis. The
final model for flight is th,~ result of a w.riety of inputs derived flora the iv.trial
fabrication and testing of a number of models such as mechanical, thermal and
electrical models, each for the verification of its particular performance criteria.
The mechanical model evaluation already outlined under structural system
ensures the ahility of the final herdware to withstand launch stresses, ground
handling and orhital environment. The thermal model tested under the simulated space conditions verifies the efficacy of the proposed thermal control
approach. Electrical model enables the verification of electrical specification
of the different subsystems and the payloads as well as their interface compatibility.
The inputs from the three models cited shove form the basis for the fahrication
of a prototype model which is tested to the full level corresponding to the environments to be encountered in the launch and the orbital phases of the mission.
This model tht~.s serves as the final design verification unit, befole embarking on
the fabrication of the flight model. The flight model is tested only to the extent
necessary to identify fabrication/component deflciendes. It is to be also mentioned
that both proto and flight models use high reliability components that have been
subjected to strict qrality control durirg the manufacturir.g procev:~cs. Figure 8
summarises the sequence leading to the development of a flightworthy satellite
that is finally launched into the orbit.

6. Salyat-6 space station
Salyut-6 is a manned orbiting space station used for a variety of experiments in
science, application and technology by the Soviet Up.ion. This station which
operates in conjunction with one or two Soyuz spacecrafts th?.t felry cosmonauts

Table 3. Space cabin environmentalspecifications.
Oxygen partial pressure
Diluent
Tolerable CO2 concentration
Relative humidity
Cabin temperature

3.1-5.0 psia
Nitrogen or helium
3.8-7-6 mm Hg
30-70
70 4- 10°F
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Figure 8. Sequence leacting to the ¢tevelopmcat of spacecraft hardware.

to the station, orbits at a near circular orbit of about 300 l~m and an inclination
of 5t °. Szlyut-6 with two Soyuz spacecraft weights about 32 tons and measures
30 metres in length. Typically, it can carry 2 cosmonauts and can go up to a
m.~.ximum of 6 cosmonant. The volume of the station alone is about 90 M 3.
Salyut-6 is powered by solar batteries of total area 60 M ~ and can produce
up to 4 taW of power. The telemetry system of the station returns 2000 hits of
data per second related to scientific and experimental functions. Thermal regulation and attitude control systems are installed in their final form on the station.
T ~ orientation of the station user a mathematical electronic memory and two
sets of sensors evaluatingheat and infrared radiation from the earth, thus determining the position of the station with respect to the earth's surface. Ion sensors,
measuring the flow of 'ionic wind ', make it possible to derive the orientation
of the station with respect to the direction of flight. Further, gyrcscopes are
also employed as attitude sensors.
The Delta navigation system onbcard galyut-6 uses a computer which continually reads parameters from the radio altimeter and radial velocity meter. It
has an accuracy of position location of the order of 2 to 3 Icm in longitude and
latitude and up to several hundred metres in altitude.
The life support system on-board besides having the usual elements mentioned
earlier, additionally has a water regeneration system, recovering liquid from a
condensor, providing drinking water for the crew. The system collects moisture
from the air, separates it from the gas mixture, purifies and decontaminates it
and then mineralises it.
The interior colouring of soft pestel colours for the cabin pro,rides a psychological effect of a homely atmosphere for the cosmonauts.
The auxiliary spaeeerafts, namely Soyuz and Progress carry out the functions
of ferrying cosmonauts, cargo, fuel and other needs of maintaining and operating
the station in orbit. With the regular refuelling missions of the Progress series
of spacecraft, the station can remain in use uptG five years.
Salyut-6 contains two tonnes of equipment for scientific research in biology,
astronomy, earth resources survey, smelting of metals, etc. To illustrate the
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type of material processing experimen~ carried out onhoard Salyut-6, the main
features of Splay-01 ann Kristall experiments are discussed below.
The Splay-01 experiment has three heat chambers called hot, cold and gradient
areas. The hot area is maintained at a temperature of 1100°C and is controlled
to within 5 ° of the required value by a computer. The furnace weighs 23 hg
and uses 300 W when operating. Molybdenum reflectors inside the furnace
concentrate the heat into the sample and ensure that the temperature of the
furnace wall does not exceed 40 ° C. The outside portion of the furnace is conneeted via a small airloeh to outer space to aid heat rejection and to enahle the
melting to occur in w.cuum. Samples are contained in capsules, each containing
three crystal ampules that fuse when subjected to heating. Monocrystals are
formed in the gradient area and three-dimensional erystaUisation is ackieved in
the hot and cold sections of the furnace. The Krystall kiln is used to ohtain
semiconductor materials by the zone melting techniques and also lw.s been used
to fuse optical glass.
7.

PaylQad interface

In this section, certain payload interfaces of relevance to the planning of a material
processing experiment onhoard a spacecraft are mentioned. In this context, it
is of interest to know the g levels, inside a near eaIth orbiting vehicle, caused
due to a variety of perturbations that produce corresponding accelerations. These
are summarised in table 4. These perturbations limit the minimum achievable
g values. Further, figure 9 gives the results of a study of the gravity field as a
function of position in a near earth orhiting manned spacecraft such as Apollo.
There are at least five major interface elements that have to be considered in
system engineering the payload. These include physical characteristics, resources
required, environmental factors, mission factors and the electromagnetic compatibility. The l:hysical characteristics are the weight, volume ann shape of the payload. Resources include the specification of size and skill of the crew, average
and peak electrical power, data handling needs, heat rejection as well as control
panel and display requirements. A variety of environmental factors are to be
considered which include acceleration, shock, vibration, etc., during launch and
re-entry, and temperature conditions in the orbit phase. Safety considerations,
Table 4. Somefactors limitingin-orbit g levels achievablein near earth satellites.

Accelerations

In-orbit g level

Orbital dr~g (200 NM)

3" 3 × 10-8 to 3"~ × 10-~

Large thruster (900 Lbf)

1.8 × 10-z to 4.7 × 10-~

Vernier thrustor (25 lbf)

3.0 x 10-4

Gravity gradient

1 × 10"~

II

I

I

II
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Figure 9. g magnitude as a function of distance from the centre of mass of a typical
low orbiting satellite.

pre-launch access, orbit characteristics, etc., come under the category of mission
factors. The electromagrtetic eompatihility specifying the suseeptability of the
spacecraft systems to conducted and radiative electromagnetic emission from the
payload and vice versa is another important payload interface criterion.
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